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1. Introduction
Depictions of meteorological features, such as fronts and jet streams, have traditionally

been in 2-D, on horizontal or vertical sections. However most of these features lend

themselves to a 3-D representation, providing greater realism and potentially delivering

clearer and quicker insights into atmospheric and numerical model behaviour. With

hardware advances (primarily GPUs) and visualisation software that exploits those
advances (e.g. the open source “Met.3D” package - https://met3d.wavestoweather.de -
described in [5]) real time interactive 3-D visualisation, with fly through and animation, can

now be realised on a standard desktop PC, potentially even within forecasting. Here we

use Met.3D in conjunction with a new mathematical algorithm for tracing out the 3-D cores

of jet streams, to investigate the structure of an extreme cyclonic windstorm “Xavier” that

lead to damage and fatalities, notably in northern Germany and Poland, on 5th October

2017.

2. 3-D Jet Core algorithm
Building on a 2-D jet core algorithm described in [1] we define the jet cores to be a subset

of the line segments in 3-D space that are the intersections of contorted sheets

represented by the two simple equations on the left of Fig . The eigenvalues of a locally

computed Hessian matrix are used to mask out line segments that are wind speed minima

or loci of saddle points, to leave just the maxima. Additional simple masks are also applied

to enforce a minimum wind speed cut-off and a maximum angle tolerance between jet

core line and local 2-D wind direction. Vertical velocities are ignored. It has been found

that this conceptually simple approach delivers more robust, less noisy results than

classical “3-D ridge extraction” techniques – see [4]. Fig (a case from September 2016)

shows jet core “bundles” identified in this way in 51 ensemble runs.

3. Case Study
Cyclonic windstorm “Xavier”, shown in rotated synoptic chart form on Fig , delivered a

swathe of very strong winds across parts of Europe during 5th October 2017 (Fig ).

Distinctive imagery signatures (not shown) suggested a Sting Jet ([2], [3]) could be

responsible, as did the existence of very strong winds well inland ([3]). Swathe shape also

matches the conceptual model sting jet swathe shape (red) on Fig (from [3]).

Classical plots (Figs , ) from a relatively accurate operational short range forecast by

ECMWF (the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts) show very strong

gusts predicted southwest of the low centre, in a region that has relatively unstable air

near the surface. Next we fed 3-D output from this model run into Met.3D, to create Figs

. and . Key points are:

• The Jet Core algorithm successfully identifies several jets of varying strength around

the cyclone: upper-level jets, mid-level jets in the dry intrusion, Cold Jet, Sting Jet

• The Sting Jet core curves downwards and appears to descend and accelerate (albeit

that a full trajectory analysis would be required to prove temporal behaviour). This is in

agreement with published literature (e.g. Fig 7 in [2]), except that here the

identification is automated.

• The lower flank of the Sting Jet tip intersects a volume of static instability (pink zone,

the most substantive in the domain), which is potentially the conduit for extreme gusts

to reach the surface, as proposed in [3]. Evaporation may be “fuelling” the instability.
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4. Discussion
Whilst this case and two others (not shown) fit some previous conceptual ideas very well, further cases must be examined; it is

likely that a continuum of different behaviours will be revealed. And within cyclones there exist several types of instability (see [2]);

only one is examined here. Volume rendering of other types could be useful, but model limitations must also be considered.

Achieving the 3-D visualisations shown in Figs … and required much experimentation, adjusting the tuneable parameters for

jet cores, changing the (92%) threshold for the cloud volume rendering, adjusting viewing angles, moving cross sections etc. For

future work, in research or operations, saving, sharing and re-using settings will be critical. Met.3D facilitates this.

It would also be instructive to render frontal surfaces in 3-D, to provide further insights, as fronts are a fundamental component of

extra-tropical cyclones. Work on this has already begun.
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